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The Layout of the Manual: The manual is set out in an order that goes from the simple to the 
complex. It starts off with general knowledge for the operator; the next “Tutorial” chapter is designed for 
capable operators who can follow basic examples in order to learn how to operate the controller. The 
“Basic Operation” chapter describes the most important functions. The “Advanced Operation” chapter 
describes the rest of the controller’s functions. This chapter is designed for system installers and 
advanced operators. The “Setup” chapter is designed for system installers only. The “PC Operation” 
chapter describes how to use the PC controller software.

General Description: The newly designed Gal-Star controller is a medium sized modular controller 
with up to 32 outputs and 24 inputs (combination of analog and discrete inputs). There are two models: 
AC and DC. It comes in two different casings (standard and large). Although the Gal-Star controller 
can be connected to a PC computer it is mainly designed to be locally operated via the keyboard and 
display. Because of its unique function keys it represents a breakthrough in user friendliness in controller 
operation. Its components are of the most advanced type to be found in the market. The controller is 
designed for outdoor installation and complies with outdoor specifications.

Unique Features:
• Wide screen display of 15 rows.
• Switched AC power supply working in the range of 100-240 volts, 50-60 Hz.
• Output through relays (for higher protection).
• Integral add-on protection units (for outputs, inputs and analogs.

Software:
The Gal-Star can be defined to work with up to:

• 2 irrigation heads each containing: 
o Up to 32 valves
o 1 Main valve
o 3 Fertilizer Pumps And Meters
o 4 Water Meters
o 4 Filter Flushing Stations
o 1 Pressure Sustaining Valve

• Sensors:
o Up to 8 Direct Sensors
o Up to 10 Communication Sensors
o Up to 10 Non-Linear Sensors
o Up to 4 Sensor Groups
o Full Meteorological Setup

• Up to 4 Auxiliary Outputs
• 1 Alarm Output 
• 8 Conditioned Inputs
• 4 General Counters

1. Preface
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Operating The Controller Via The Keyboard And Display 

Screen Layout:
When the controller is connected to the power supply, the screen is usually off (for power conservation) 
touching any of the keys turns the screen on. The top row of the screen always shows the title of the 
screen in capital letters. The next row (between 2 lines) displays the number of the head, the type and 
number of the element and the screen number for quick access. The main area of the screen shows 
varying parameters for information and programming. On the two sides of the screen the titles of the 
function keys are located; they alter in accordance with the specific screen displayed. Details of the 
current time and date are displayed on the bottom row.

Keyboard Layout:
The keyboard contains 10 digit keys, a decimal point, clear, 13 navigation keys and 8 function keys. 
The  key clears the parameter below the cursor.

Navigation:
In order to navigate the Gal-Star menus use the function and navigation keys to access the required 
screens. 

• Function Keys: The “Function Keys” access specific locations. The function of the key alters 
according to the current screen. 
• Element Screen: There are two different types of screens: “Element Screens” and “Non-
Element Screens”. “Element Screens” are screens that apply to many elements of the same 
type, for example: “Program Programming” and “Valve Setup”. “Non-Element Screens” are all 
other screens.
• Navigation keys:

 Return to the “Main Screen”. 
 Go back one screen, exit from editing without changing data. Note: when pressing “Esc” 

after editing you will be prompted to press “Enter” to confirm the changes.

1. Preface
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• In an "Element Screen" jumps to a specific element number (similar to “Next/
Prev”). Upon pressing “jump” the message “Jump to element __” appears, enter 
the element number and press “Enter”.
• In a "Non-Element screen" jumps to a specific address (screen). Upon pressing 
“jump” the message “Jump to screen __” appears, enter the direct screen number 
and press “Enter”.

 Select an option from alpha numeric parameters.

 and  scroll the screen when the number of display parameters exceeds 12 rows.

 and   change the number of the element in a designated screen. For example: when entering 
“Program programming” you will always access  “Program No. 1”. In order to go to program No. 2 
press “Next”. In order to return to “program No. 1” press “Prev”. Please remember that "jump" takes 
you directly to the required element number.

Arrows      moves the cursor in programmable screens.

  confirms parameter changes, confirms actions when required.

Editing:
Upon accessing a screen containing programmable data the cursor is above the first programmable data. 
Use the arrow keys to navigate between data – the cursor moves accordingly. To change parameters: 
type the required numeric value or press ”Select” to choose from the alpha numeric options (while the 
cursor is on the parameter).  Confirm the change by pressing “Enter”. When you have finished editing 
all of the parameters on the screen press “Esc” and then “Enter” to confirm the changes.

Examples: The following examples show how to navigate and edit.  
In order to enter the parameter “Water Required” in Irrigation Program No.5:
Step 1: Press the function key “Head 1” in the “Main Screen” to access the “Head 1 Status” screen (1).

Step 2: Press the function key “Prgrm Sequnc” (Programs Sequences) to access the “Irrigation 
Program” screen (12).

Step 3: Press the function key “Prgrms Prog.” (Program Programming) to access the “Irrigation 
Program” screen (122) program No.1.

Note: Instead of carrying out steps No. 1 – 3 you can simply press “Jump” and enter the direct 
access no. (122) and then press “Enter” to directly access the “Irrigation Program”.

Step 4: Press “Next” 4 times to access program No.5 or press “Jump” and type the number of the 
required program (in this example – 5) and then “Enter”

1. Preface
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1. Preface

Step 5: Since the cursor is above “Water Required”, enter the quantity (according to the unit set) 
and then press “Enter”
In order to program “Day Timing *” (alpha numeric parameter) carry out the following steps:

Step 6: Press “Page Down” to scroll the screen.

Step 7: Press “Down” 5 times to reach the required parameter.

Step 8: Press “Select” to choose one of the options (“Cyclic”, “Weekly”).

Step 9: Press “Enter” to confirm.

Step 10: Press “Esc” the message “Are you sure? ENTER to accept, ESC to reject” appears. 
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The tutorial chapter is designed to provide an operation guideline for operators with advanced 
controller skills who have not as yet operated this Gal-Star controller. Operators requiring further 
assistance should refer to the “Operation Chapter” that provides a detailed description of all of the 
controller functions.
The tutorial does not explain the hardware set up.
In this tutorial we will explain how to set up an irrigation valve, its water counter and fertilizer pump and 
start the irrigation. We highly recommend going over the tutorial before the controller is connected.

2.1 The required steps are:

2.1.1 Setting system to active.

2.1.2 Defining I/O.

2.1.3 Setting the irrigation head to active.

2.1.4 Setting the valve.

2.1.5 Setting the fertilizer pump.

2.1.6 Program constants.

2.1.7 Program programming.

2.1.8 Start Program.

2.2 Setting System to Active: The first step requires the following stages:

2.2.1 Main Menu (0): The starting point for any programming process is the “Main Menu”. In 

              
order to access the “Main Menu” press the “Main” key.
The “Main Menu” is also automatically accessed: when the controller is turned on or 
when the keys are not touched for half an hour.

2. Tutorial
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2. Tutorial

2.2.2 Accessing Tech. Setup (6): Press the “Tech. Setup” “function key”, the word 
“password” flashes on the bottom part of the screen. Enter  to 
access the technical menus.

2.2.3 System Setup (61): Press the “System Setup” “function key” to access the “System 
Setup” screen.

Press

select
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2. Tutorial

2.2.4 Setting System to Active: Press the “Select” key to change the parameter “System 
Setup” from “N.Active” to “Active” then press “Enter”. Press “Esc” and then “Enter” to 
confirm the changes. You will return to the “Technical Menu” screen.

2.3 Defining the Input/Output (62): In the “Technical Menu” screen press the “IO Concts” “function 
key” to access the “I/O Connection” screen in which the I/O cards installed are shown. Then 
press the “Head 1 Conn” “function key” to access the “Head 1 Connections” screen (621).

2.3.1 Setting the Output of Valve No. 1 (6214):
Press the “Valves” “function key”.

       

In the above “Valve Connections” screen, assign: “Slot number 2” / “Port number 1” to 
valve number 1 (the numbers are according to the example shown but obviously you 
must enter the number of the slot according to the location of the output card in your 
controller hardware setup). Press “esc” and confirm by pressing “enter”.

set
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2. Tutorial

2.3.2 Setting the Input for Water Counter No. 1:
Press the “Water Cntrs” “function key” in the “Head 1 Connections” screen to access the 
“Head 1 Input” screen.

In the above “Head 1 Input” screen (6215) assign slot number 1/ port number 1 (1/001) 
to counter no. 1. and set the pulse size for counter no. 1. 
An example of programming the parameter:

Press:     

Press    and confirm by pressing  

2.3.3 Setting the Fertilizer Pump Output:
In the “Head 1 Connection” screen press “Fert Pumps” to access (6212):

In the above “F.Pump Out Connect” screen assign slot number 2/ port number 2 (2/002) 
to “Fertilizer Pump” No. 1.
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2. Tutorial

2.3.4 Setting the Fertilizer Pump Input: In the “Head 1 Connection” screen, press “Fert.
Cntrs.” (fertilizer counters) to access 6216):

Set the slot and port to 1/002 and the size of the pulse for fertilizer counter No. 1 to 
1.000. See the above example for the “Water Meter Setup”.

2.4  Setting the Irrigation Head to Active:
Press the “Head 1” “function key” in the “Main menu” screen to access:

"In the above screen (1) the status of the irrigation head is shown. Press on the "Head 
Consts" function key to access (16):

Press “Select” to change the “Operation Setup” parameter to “Automat” and then press “Enter”. 
Press “esc” and confirm by pressing “enter”.

Change

press
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2. Tutorial

2.5  Setting the Valve:
In the “head 1 Status” screen press the “Valves” (13) “function key” to access:

 

Press the “Valve Const” “function key” to access (133):

2.5.1 Set the “Valve setup” parameter to “Active”.

2.5.2 The “Valve type” parameter must be “Irrigat”.

2.5.3 Set the “Water Meter No.” to “1”.
Press “Esc” and confirm by pressing “Enter”.

2.6 Setting the Fertilizer Constants:

2.6.1  Press “Fert” in the “Head 1 Status” screen to access (14):

Press
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2. Tutorial

2.6.2  Press the “Fert. Pumps” and then “F.Pumps Const.” “function key” to access (1423):

     •   Select “By Puls” for  “Fert.Pump Type”. Press Esc. and confirm by Enter.
•   Press "Esc" to access the “Fertilizing Status” screen.
•  Press the “F.Cntr Consts” (fertilizer center) "function key" in the “Fertilizing Status”     
     screen to access (143):

Press
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2. Tutorial

2.6.3  Select “Active” for the “Operation Setup” parameter.
        Press “esc” and confirm by pressing “enter”. You will return to the “Fertilizer Status” 

screen. The fertilizer status should be “Ready”.

2.6.4 Fert Programs:
In the “Fertilizer Status” screen press the “Fert.Prgms” “function key” to access (141):

2.6.4.1 Select “Mins:Secs” for the “Fert.Unit” parameter and “5” for the “Fert Quant. Pmp A”.
Press “esc” and confirm by pressing “enter”.
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2.7 Program Constants:

2.7.1 Press “Main Menu”>“Head1”>”Prgrms Sequnc” to access (12):

2.7.2 Press “Prgrms Consts” to access (123):

2.7.2.1 Press the “down” key once to reach “Program Setup”, select “Active”.

2.7.2.2 Change the “Water Unit” parameter to “Min:Sec”.

2.7.2.3 Set the first valve of the program to No. 1. Press “Enter”.
Press “esc” and confirm by pressing “enter”. You will return to the “Irrigation 
Program” screen in which the “program status” parameter should be “Strt Tim” (i.e 
there is no start time defined) (please note: this can take up to a minute).

2. Tutorial

press
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2. Tutorial

2.8  Program Programming:
In the “Irrigation Program” screen press the “Prgrs Prog.” function key to access (122):

2.8.1 Set the “Wtr. Req.” (water required) parameter to “10.00” minutes.

2.8.2 Press the “Down” key to reach “Fert Prog No.” and set it to “1”.

Press “esc” and confirm by pressing “enter”.

2.9 Starting the Program (7):
In the “Main Menu” press the “Manual”>”Manual Head 1” function keys to access (71):

Change the “Start Program No.” parameter to “1” and press “Enter” (note: after a few seconds 

the parameter returns to zero). Press the “Main” key to return to the “Main Menu” and confirm 

that “Head No. 1” is “fertigating” and that “Valve No.01” is operating. (After a while water and 

fertilizer pulse faults will appear).

This chapter explains the most important and frequently used functions and how to use them. The 
rest of the operations are described in the “Advanced Operation” chapter.

Change to 1
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3. Basic Operation

3.1 The Main Menu Screen: This is the first screen to appear and is used as the base for all 
screen navigation.
When the controller is switched on or left untouched for more than half an hour the current 
screen will be the main menu screen (0).

Screen explanation: (information screen only, cannot be edited)

•  System Status: Shows the status of the system, the options are: N.Active, Active, 
Irrigating, Paused, Alarm.

•   Head Status: The table shows the status and the numbers of valves operating in each of 
the two heads. Each head is displayed in a separate column. The status options are: N.Active, 
Valves, Ready, Pause, Irrigat (irrigating), Fertig. (irrigation with fertilizer), Alarm.

•   Navigation: From the “Main Menu” it is possible: to access “Head 1” or “Head 2”, to see 
the “System Status”, “General Elements”, “Diary and Alarms”, to enter (with password) the 
“Technical Setup”, to enter “Manual Overriding” and to “Pause” the system.
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3. Basic Operation

3.2  Operation of Head No. 1 (1):
Note: The following describes operation of Head No. 1 but the same also applies to Head No.2.
Press “Head 1” in the “Main Screen” to enter the “Head 1 Status - 1” screen in which the status 
of the head is shown and in which a table lists the programs operating.

For further details see “Advanced Operation” “Head 1 Status – 1”.
Press “Curr. Irrig.” (current irrigation) in the “head 1 Status - 1” screen to access the “Current 
Irrigation - 11” screen.
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3. Basic Operation

Screen Explanation: (“Element Screen” – shows information about each program. Use the 
“next/prev” or “jump” keys to access different programs.)
•   Program Status: The options are: NotIrr.,  Finish,  Not.Fin (not finished),  Fault,  Wait, 

Irrig.,  Fert.,  Irr+Alr (irrigating + alarm), Fert+Alr (fertilizing + alarm), Wait+Al (wait + alarm).
•   Operation Table: The table consists of three columns: The first column contains the heading, 
the other two columns show two parameters for each heading:

o Wtr. (water): shows the amount of water “left” and “done”, according to the irrigation 
program units setup, during the operation of the irrigation program.
o Time: Shows the amount of time “left” and “done”.
o Fert A, B and C: Shows the amount “required” and “done” of the fertilizer pumps 
(only defined fertilizer pumps are shown).
o Flow (flow rate): Shows the “required” (nominal) and the “current” flow rates of the 
irrigation program.

3.3  Programs and Sequences: The basic programming of the controller is through the “Irrigation 
Programs and Sequences”. 
Press “Main”>“Head-1”>“Prgrms Sequnc” (Programs and Sequences) to access the “Irrigation 
Program Information” screen (12).

Screen Explanation: (information screen only, cannot be edited)

•  Program Status: The options are: N.Active,   Def.Err (definition error),  StrtTim (start 
time),   Condit, Ready,   Act+Alr (active + alarm),   Pause,   Fault,   Wait,   Wait+Al (wait + 
alarm),   Irrig., Fert,  Irr+Alr (irrigating + alarm),   Frt+Alr. (fertilizing + alarm).

•  Irrigation Status: The options are: NotIrr. (not irrigating),  Finish, Not.Fin (not finished),  
Fault,  Wait,  Irrig.,  Fert.,  Irr+Alr (irrigating + alarm),  Fert+Alr (fertilizing + alarm),  Wait+Al 
(wait + alarm).
•  Cycles Done: The number of cycles carried out since the start of the irrigation program.
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3. Basic Operation

•  Cycles Left Today: The number of cycles remaining in the irrigation program. If the 
program is programmed in more than one sequence then this number is the total number of 
cycles of the program that have already started.
•   Last Irrigation:

o Water Delivered (M3 -THG): The amount of water in cubic meters that have passed 
through the water meters in the last irrigation program (that has already finished).
o Fert A Done (LTR - Gallon): The amount of fertilizer that Fert No.A pump has fertilized 
since the start of the irrigation program. This item only appears if the pump is defined.
o Fert B Done (LTR - Gallon): See pump A.
o Fert C Done (LTR - Gallon): See pump A.
o Last Flow (M3/Hr - GPM): If the program is running, this is the current flow rate, if the 
program is not running it is the flow rate at the moment the program ended.
o Last EC: The EC reading at the moment the program ended.
o Last pH: The pH reading at the moment the program ended.
o Time Done (Min): The number of minutes since the start of the irrigation program.
o Last Irrigation End Time: The time that the irrigation program ended (if the program 
is running the time displayed will be the time that the previous cycle ended).
o Last Irrigation Date: The date that the irrigation program ended.

•   Next Irrigation Time
•   Next Irrigation Day

3.4 Program Programming: Any irrigation operation is carried out via the “Irrigation Programs”. 
In order to program/edit the “Irrigation Program” press “Main”>“Head-1”> “Prgrms Prog.” to 
access the “Irrigation Program Programming - 122” screen:

Screen Explanation:

•  Priority: Information only (see “Program Constants”).

•  Valves: Information only (see “Program Constants”).  Shows the numbers of up to five 
valves of the program.
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3. Basic Operation

•  Water Required: Programmable parameter. Enter the amount according to the water unit selected.

•  Water Unit: Information only (see program constants).

• Fertilizing Program: (Programmable) the programming of fertilizer is via the “fertilizer 
programs” which are assigned to the “Irrigation Programs” in this section.

o Fert. Program Number: Enter the number of the required fertilizer program.

o Water Before: The amount of irrigation according to the water unit delivered before the 
fertilizer pump starts working. It is used in order to stabilize pressure before fertilizing starts.

o Water After:  The amount of irrigation according to the water unit delivered after the 
fertilizer pump starts working. It is used for flushing the fertilizer from the pipelines.

o Fert. Failure Action (continue/stop): The action to be taken in the case of 
fertilizer failure. 

* Press “Page Down” to scroll down to see the rest of the screen.

•  Current Timing: (these parameters are for both information and programming). Current 
timing shows the next program start time. The time shown here is the time the irrigation will 
start regardless of other calculations. These parameters can be manually altered. They can 
be used in order to program the next irrigation time even if the “program timing” (fixed cyclic 
program) is not programmed. Program one-time irrigation here (do not forget to program the 
number of cycles) and check the data here before leaving the controller for several hours in 
order to make sure that everything is okay.

o Next Cycle Time: The time the next cycle starts.

o Next Irrigation Day: 0 = today, 1 = tomorrow, 2 = the day after tomorrow etc.

o Cycles Remaining: The number of cycles to be carried out in the next irrigation 
program (when the program is running it shows the number of cycles left. 
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3. Basic Operation

o Next Cond. Cycle Min.: The time remaining to the next possible operation. When 
working with conditions and program time together the condition will be active only when 
in the time range. At the beginning of operation this parameter is the same as “Cyclic 
Interval” from the “Irrigation Program”. It then starts counting down. The condition can 
only work if this parameter is zero.

•   Program Timing: The fixed cyclic timing program. The data here is copied into the previous 
section whenever the “next cycle time” is zero. 

o Start Time: The program start time (please note that this is not the cycle start time).

o Day Timing (weekly/cyclic) *: When “cyclic” is selected “interval days” is irrelevant. 
When “weekly” is selected the days of the week appear.

o Interval (Days): 1=every day, 2=every other day etc.

o Cycles Per Day: How many cycles the program repeats for every start time.

o Cyc.Interval (HH:MM):  The amount of time between start to start. If this time is 
less than the actual cycle time the cycles will run continuously.

o End Time: (HH.MM): If programmed then the irrigation will stop, all the remaining 
cycles are cancelled at this time. The program will start again according to its start time.
For example: If you want an irrigation program to work for a few cycles from 20:00 to 
03:00 insert “Start Time” 20:00 and “End Time” 03:00. 

•  Weekly Program: These parameters only appear if “Weekly” is selected in the “Day Timing” 
parameter. For each day select “On /Off”. Please note that the “Start Time” is the same for every day.

•  Start/End Date (2 parameters): If programming then both parameters must be entered and 
the program will only run between the selected dates.

3.5 Program Constants: Some of the properties of the “Irrigation Program” that are less 
frequently used are found in Program Constants. Press “Main”>“Head-1”>”Prgrms Prog.”> 
“Prgrms Const.” to access the “Program Constants - 123” screen:
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Screen Explanation:

•  Program Status: (Information only) see previous explanation in the “Program Information” screen.

•  Program Def Status: (Information only) see previous explanation in the “program 
information” screen.

•  Restart Program (Yes/No): Reset the planned program and recalculate the next start.

•  General Constants:

o Program Setup (N.Active, Paused/Active): Not active means that the controller 
is not functioning and all of the accumulations are reset. Paused – the controller is 
inactive but maintains its position and once resumes will continue from the same place. 
Active – the normal status.

o Water Units: The unit according to which the irrigation is measured. The options are: 

•  M3: irrigation according to volume (cubic meters)

•  Min:Sec: Irrigation according to time (minutes:seconds).

•  Hr:Min: Irrigation according to time (hours:minutes).

•  M3/Ha: Irrigation according to the result of the multiplication of the “water required” 
(entered in the “program programming” screen) parameter by the area of the valves 
in the program. The resulting amount of water is shown in the “Current Irrigation” 
screen under the title “Left”. This parameter can also be altered manually.

•  Valves in Programs (5 parameters): Enter the numbers of the valves that are operated 
by the program.

• Priority (Low/Regular/High): Set the irrigation program priority. If the parameter “Irrigation 
By Queue” is defined as “Yes” in “Head Constants” then only one program can work at a given 
time. When two or more programs “want” to work at the same time one will work and the other 
will wait in the “queue”. The order of the queue is determined by the priority.

• Prior Upgrade Min: When priority is set a danger exists that some of the programs will 
never run (if they have a low priority and the higher priority programs run all of the time).
After the time set by this parameter the priority of this program is automatically changed to 
“High” ensuring that it will run. When it has finished running, its priority returns to its original 
definition.

3. Basic Operation
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3.6 Sequences: The sequences are a group of programs that run sequentially.  The method of 
use is to program the irrigation program first (without starting conditions) and then to assign 
them to the sequence.
Press “Main”>“Head-1”>”Prgrms Sequnc”>“Sequenc” to access the “Sequence Status - 124” 
screen: 

The parameters in this screen are for information only and are similar to the parameters in the 
“Irrigation Program Information”.

3.6.1 Sequence Programming:
In the last screen press “Sequnc Prog.” to access the “Sequenc. Programming - 1242” screen:

This screen is similar to the starting condition of the “Irrigation Program Programming” 
screen; the difference being that here there is an additional section for information only 
“Programs in the Sequence” with 10 parameters showing the numbers of the programs 
assigned to the sequence. 

3. Basic Operation
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3.6.2  Sequence Constants: Press “Main”>“Head-1”>”Prgrms Sequnc”> “Sequenc”>“Sequnc 
Const” to access the “Sequence Constants - 1243” screen:

Screen Explanation:

• Sequence Setup (N.Active, Active, Paused)

• Sequence Initiation: Similar to “Irrigation Program”.

• Priority: Similar to “Irrigation Program”.

• Prior Upgrade Min: Similar to “Irrigation Program”.

• Programming Sequence: Assign the number of the programs (up to 10) to be 
operated by the sequence.
The rest of the parameters are similar to the “Irrigation Program”.

3. Basic Operation
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3. Basic Operation

3.7  Fertilization: The operation of fertilization in the Gal-Star controller uses up to 3 Fertilizer 
Pumps per irrigation head. The pumps are operated via the “Fertilizer Programs” that are then 
assigned to the “Irrigation Program”.
Press “Main”>“Head-1”> “Fert” to access the “Fertilizer Status - 14” screen:

When i r r igat ing wi th fer t i l izer many parameters concerning the fert i l izat ion 
act iv i ty and EC are shown.

Press “Fert Prgrms” in the “Fertilizer Status - 14” screen to access the “Fertilizer Program - 

141” screen:

Screen Explanation:
For each fertilizer pump defined enter:
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3. Basic Operation

•  Fert Unit: the unit according to which the fertilizer quantity is defined. The options are:
o Min:Sec: Fertilization according to time.
o Litre (Gallon): Fertilization according to volume.
o Ltr/Ha (Gallon/Acre): Fertilization according to volume. The total amount will be the 
result of the multiplication of the parameter “Quantity” by the area of the valves of the 
program.
o Ltr/M3 (Gallon/THG): Proportional fertilization (Litres/Cubic Meter)(Gallon/THG).
o Ratio: Proportional fertilization. Enter the total amount of fertilizer for irrigation. The 
controller calculates the “Litres/Cubic Meter” (Gallon/THG)according to the division of 
the amount entered in the “Fertilizer Quantity” by the amount entered in the “Water 
Quantity”.

•  Fetilizer Quant. Pmp. X: For each pump enter the amount of fertilizer to be used according 
to the previously entered units.
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4. Advanced Operation

This chapter explains all of the functions and screens of the controller. The chapter is set out 
according to the order of the screens and not necessarily by their importance or frequency of use. 
Please note: The number that appears in brackets next to the heading of each paragraph is the 
screen number for direct access. In addition next to certain screens the title “Element Screens” 
appear. “Element Screens” are screens that apply to many elements of the same type, for example: 
“Program Programming” and “Valve Setup”. Pressing on “Prev” and “Next” navigates between the 
different numbers of the same “element” type (for example: navigates between “Irrigation Program” 

No. 1 to “Irrigation Program" No. 2). 

Head 1 Status (1): This screen displays the head status along with information about the program/
sequence operation.

Screen Explanation:

•  Current Status: The first row shows the head status, the options are: N.Active, Valves – all 
definitions have been made but there is no start time, Ready,  Pause – the head is manually paused - 
when resumed it will continue from the same point, Irrigat.,  Fertig. (irrigating + fertilizing), Alarm.
•  The rest of the screen shows a table in which the statuses of the program/sequences are displayed. 
The columns are:

o  Number of Sequence: When zero the program is working without a sequence.

o  Number of Program

o  Number of Valve: Shows the number of the first valve in the program (out of 5).

o  Program Irrigation Status: See “Basic Operation”.
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Irrigation Program (12): Press “Prgrms Sequenc” to enter the “Irrigation Program Information” 
screen. For further details see “Basic Operation”.

Program Information (121): Press “Prgrms Info” to enter the “Program Information” screen. 
Shows the status of the program while irrigating.

Screen Explanation: The parameters only appear when relevant. Some of the parameters shown 
here appear in other screens and have already been described. 

•  Program Status, Irrigation Status: (see “Basic Operation”).

•  Water Done (M3): the amount of water delivered from the start of the irrigation program.

•  Water left (M3): the amount of water left until the end of the irrigation program.

•  Time to End

•  Cycles Done: the number of cycles carried out since the start of the irrigation program.

•  Cycles Left Today, Current Water Change %: (see “Program Constants”). 

•  Next Cycle Time, Next Irrigation Day, Cycles Remaining:  describe the next irrigation start 
(see “Basic Operation”).

•  Operation by Sequence: The sequence in which the program is currently running.

•  Wait Time Min, Wait Reason: the time and reason that the program is waiting. The “Reason” 
options are: None,  Sequenc – waiting for its turn in the sequence, Valve – another program using the 
same valve is currently running, Water Cnt - The maximum number (5) of programs that can be measured 
by the same water meter has been exceeded , FrtCntr – the fert center is busy. For example: if two 
programs “want” to fertilize with different fertilizer programs.,  L.Prior –see “Priorities” in “Programming”,  
WtrFlow – water flow exceeds the limit, Timing – out of time/date range. 

4. Advanced Operation
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4. Advanced Operation

•  Next Cond. Cycle Min: The time remaining to the next possible operation. When working with 
conditions and program time together the condition will be active only within the time range. At the 
beginning of operation this parameter is the same as “Cyclic Interval” from the “Irrigation Program”. 
It then starts counting down. The condition can only work if this parameter is zero.
•  Start Log Cond,  Oper. Log.  Cond,  Pause Log Cond.,  End Log Cond.,  Fault Log Cond.: 
The status of the logical condition. The options are: Void, Defined, On.

Last Irrigation (1211): Press “Last Irrigation” in the “Program Information - 121” screen: 

Screen Explanation:
Shows information about the irrigation that has already finished. The information is about the water and 
fertilizer delivered, the flow rate, ECpH, irrigation duration and the time and date of the last irrigation.

Irrigation Program Programming (122): See “Basic Operation”.

Program Constants (123): Press “Prgrms Consts.” In the “Irrigation Program Status -12” screen 
and scroll down to enter “Program Constants” screen number 2 (screen number 1 was explained in 
“Basic Operation”).
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Screen Explanation:

•  Water Change: In some cases the need arises to temporarily change the amount of water by 
percentage. There are 2 options:

o  Water Change %: Permanent multiplication.

o Today Wtr. Chng.%: The multiplication is valid for today only and is cancelled at midnight.

•  Cancel Fert: Enable canceling fertilizing without changing the program. It is possible to cancel 

permanently or today only.

* Press “Page Down” to scroll down

•  Flow Protection Setup: The flow rate protection is based on the nominal flow rate entered in 
the “Valve Setup”. There are two ways to protect the system by flow rate. One is by cubic meter per 
hour over/under the flow rate and the other is by percentage over/under the nominal flow rate. The 
parameters are:

o  Deviation Units (%, M3/Hr)(GPM) *: Select the preferred option.

o  Under/Over Flow Setup (2 parameters): The amount according to the unit selected in 
the previous item.

o  Flow Delay Unit (M3, Seconds)*: Flow delay is used in order to prevent false alarms. 
The flow delay can be by time or quantity passed since the condition from the alarm is received 
until the alarm is issued.

The following 3 parameters are repeated separately for underflow and overflow.

o  Under/Over Fl. Delay Sec: The number of seconds if “Seconds” is chosen in the previous item.

o  Under/Over Fl. Delay M3 (THG): The number of cubic meters if cubic meters is 
selected  (THG).

4. Advanced Operation
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o  Under/Over Fl. Delay Reaction (Idle, Alarm, Fault): The three options allow: no 
reaction, issue an alarm but continue normal operation or issue an alarm and stop irrigation.

•  Program Conditions: Shows the number of logic condition applied to the program.

Sequence Status (124): See “Basic Operation”. Most of the parameters shown here are similar 
to “Program Information”.

Sequence Data (1241): Press “Sequence Data” in the “Sequence Status – 124” screen.

Screen Explanation: Shows a table of the programs assigned to the sequence. Each row 
represents one program with the following properties (columns):

•  Program Number:

•  Program Status: The options are: None, Num – the number of the program is out of range, Def 
– the program has a definition error, Off, Fin,  N.F (not finished) – the program has not finished its 
amount of water but stops operating due to a fault. It will continue irrigating after the current stage of 
the sequence finishes. , Fail,  Wait,  Irr.,  Fert,  Irr, Fert - the last 2 parameters appear in red in the 
PC software which means that there is an alarm – most of these parameters are the same as the 
program status (see “Irrigation Programs”).

Sequence Programming (1242): See “Basic Operation”.

Sequence Constants (1243): See “Basic Operation”.
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Program Faults (126): Press “Prgrms Faults” in the “Irrigation Program – 12” screen to enter the 
“Program Faults - 126” screen:

Screen Explanation: (Element Screen) the parameters only appear when relevant and the screen 
shows the program status and a list of the program’s faults.

Manual Overriding (127): There is only one parameter in this screen and the options are:

•  Automat: The normal status.

•  Start: Start the program manually, it will continue until it finishes the amount of water. 

•  Finish: Stop the program immediately. It will start again according to the “Next Start Time”. 

• Pause: Stop the program immediately. It will resume from the same point when “Automat” is selected.

•  CnclTdy (cancel today): Although the program is defined and ready it is possible to cancel the 
program today. It will resume automatically at midnight.

•  Cancel: When the program is cancelled it means that it is stopped, when released it will continue 
according to the current programming (ignoring its previous operation).

Pause Program (128): There is only one parameter in this screen allowing to “Pause” the program 
for a limited amount of time. Enter the required number of minutes.

 

4. Advanced Operation
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Valves Status (13): Press “Valves” in the “Head Status – 11” screen to access the “Valves Status” screen.

Screen Explanation: 

•  Valve Status: The options are: N.Active, Ready, Irrigat, Cond.Op – operation condition 
(including “start” and “operate” conditions), Cond.Cl – close condition (including “pause” and “stop” 
conditions), Man.Opn (not controlled by the program), Man.Cls (not controlled by the program), Out 
Def  - Output definition error, MisFlow – definition of nominal flow rate is missing when it is essential, 
for example: when working according to flow rate limit, W.Mt.No - number of water meter out of 
range, W.Mt.Df - error in the water meter definition, W.M.Mis – the water meter definition is missing 
when water meter is required.

•  Current Irrigation: Information about the water, fert, time, flow rate and by which program it is operated.

•  Programmed in Prog: In which programs (up to 3) the valve is programmed.

(Valve) Last Irrigation (131): Press “Last Irrigation” in the “Valves Status -13” screen. This screen 
shows information about the irrigation that has already finished. The amount of water, fertilizer and time 
along with the flow rate, ECpH and the date and hour the irrigation was carried out is displayed.

Valves Daily (132): Press “Valves Daily” in the “Last Irrigation -131” screen to access the “Valves Daily” 
screen. This screen is similar to the previous screen with the difference that it refers to daily rates.
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Valves Constants (133): Press “Valves Constants” in the “Valves Status -13” screen to access 
the “Valves Constants” screen.

Screen Explanation:

•  Valves Setup (N.Active, Active, Pause) *: The same as in other elements (“Irrigation 
Programs”,”Sequence”). Not active – resets all the temporary parameters such as accumulations 
and the valve is not available. Pause – stops the valve but does not erase data. 

•  Valve Type (Irrigat., CoValve) *: Any valve can be defined in two ways: a normal valve which 
is operated by an irrigation program, accumulates amounts of water and fertilizer etc., a “CoValve” 
which only physically opens and closes together with the program but doesn’t accumulate. The 
reason for this feature is to enable two programs to work simultaneously with the same valve. It can 
be used when you want to apply a condition on certain programs by assigning them a “CoValve” and 
making the condition on the “CoValve”.

•  Water Meter Number: The number of the water meter that measures the amount of water 
flowing through the valve. If the same water meter is assigned to more than one valve, the water is 
divided between the valves according to the valves nominal flow rate.

•  Output slot/port: Information only – cannot be edited. (To change the settings go to the “Technical 
Menus - 6”.)

•  Flow M3/H (GPM): The nominal flow rate of the valve. It is used by the controller: over/under flow 
protection, water division between the valves, flow rate limiting of the “Head” etc.

•  Area Hectare (Acre): The area that the valve irrigation system covers. It is used when the 
“Irrigation Unit” is M3/Ha (THG/Acre). In this case the water quantity is the multiplication of the total 
area of the valves by the parameter “Water Required” in the “Irrigation Program Programming - 122”.

4. Advanced Operation
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Valve Groups (134): 
The number of valves that can be assigned to an “Irrigation Program” is limited to five. Sometimes 
it is required to operate more than five valves in one “Irrigation Program”. This can be achieved by 
using a “Valve Group. The “Valve Group” is a group of valves that can be assigned to the irrigation 
program as a valve thus enabling operating many valves by one irrigation program. After defining 
the valve group assign it to the irrigation program (in “Program Constants – 123” as the number of 
the valve group + 100. For example: Valve No. 103 in the “Irrigation Program” means “Valve Group” 
number 3. Up to 10 groups can be defined.  Press “Valve Groups” in the “Valves Status – 13” screen 
to access the “Valve Groups - 134” screen.

Screen Explanation:

•  Group Status: The options are: Not Def, Ready, Error.

•  Curr. Flow M3/Hr (GPM): Shows the flow rate measured by the water meter assigned to the valves.

•  Req Flow M3/Hr (GPM): The sum of all of the nominal flow rates of all of the valves assigned 
to the valve group.

•  All Valves Area: The total area of the valves in the group.

•  Valve A-J Status: The options are: Not Def, Ready, Error.

•  Water Meter No.: Shows the valve number as assigned by “Valve Group Setup” or in the valve 
setup. See more in “Group Setup”.
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Group Setup (1343): Press “Groups Setup” in the “Valve Group Status – 134” screen to access 
the “Group Setup - 1343” screen.

Screen Explanation:

•  Valve A-J in Group: Assign the number of the valve to the group. When running the “Irrigation 
Program” using this group, the valves assigned here open and measure the water and fertilizer in the 
same way as any other valve.

•  Water Count. No.: Shows the valve number as assigned by “Valve Group Setup” or in the valve 
setup. If this parameter is zero then the water meter of the group is the water meter assigned in the valve 
property. Note that all of the valves should have the same water meter in order to work in the same group 
otherwise an alarm will be issued. It is highly recommended to define a water meter here.

•   Valve Accumulation (135): Press “Valve Accumulation” in the “Valves Status – 13” screen to 
access the “Valve Accumulation - 135” screen.
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Screen Explanation: Only the relevant data appears.

•  Water M3 (THG): The water accumulation in cubic meters (THG) since the date shown below.

•  Fert A-C Litre (gallon): The fertilizer accumulation of fertilizer pump No.1 of the head since the 
date shown below.

•  Time Hours: The time that the valve has been operating since the date shown below.

•  Accum. St. Date: The date that the accumulation started.
•  Restart Accum.: All values are reset to zero and the date is assigned to today.

Valves Faults: Press “Valves Faults” in the “Valves Status -13” screen to access the “Valves Faults 
– 136” screen. This screen displays the list of faults. The possible faults can be: Flow Fault,  No 
Water Pulse,  Fert. Fail,  Fert. Not Finish,  EC Fail,  pH Fail. The faults appear when relevant.

Valves Manual: Press “Manual” in the “Valves Status -13” to access the “Valves Manual – 137” 
screen. There is only one parameter in this screen- Valve- Man.Oper. The options are: Automat, 
Open, Close. This action is only on the valve solenoid and doesn’t open the irrigation. It is used for 
checking the system.

Fertilization: The method of operating fertilizers in the Gal-Star controller is by programming 
“Fertilizer Programs” and assigning them to an “Irrigation Program”.

EC/pH Control: The Gal-Star controller enables fertilization with EC/pH control. The EC/pH 
correction is made by “looking” at the EC/pH reading and comparing it with the target value that is 
programmed in the “Fertilizer Programs”. The fertilizer starts with an injection ratio as programmed in 
the “Fertilizer Program” and increases or decreases according to comparison of the actual readings 
with the target. For example: If the EC reading is below the target the controller increases the fertilizer 
injection of the fertilizer pumps defined as EC. The EC rises accordingly. The same applies (in the 
opposite direction) for the pH reading. For example: If pump A is set to EC, 2.5 liter per M3 and pump 
B is set to EC 5 liter per M3 (Gallon\THG) and pump C is set to pH 1 liter per M3 (Gallon\THG)and 
the target is EC 1.8 and pH 5.8. If the actual reading is EC – 1.5 and pH – 5.5 then the EC pumps 
(A and B) will increase the injection rate and the pH pump C will decrease the injection rate. The 
percentage of correction is according to PID. Assuming that the percentage is 30% then pump A will 
increase its dosage to 3.25 liter per M3 (Gallon\THG), pump B will increase its dosage to 6.5 liter per 
M3 (Gallon\THG) and pump C will decrease its dosage to 0.77 liter per M3 (Gallon\THG).
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Fertilizing Status (14): Press “Fert” in the “Head 1 Status -1” screen to access the “Fertilizing 
Status  - 14” screen.

Screen Explanation: In this screen there is a list of parameters showing the fertilization status. 
The parameters are:

•  Fertiliz. Status: The options are: N.Acitve,  Ready,  Fertil.,  Alarm, NoPmps, Pmp Def, ECpH 
Df, MainFrt – error in the definition of the main fert output,  Prg.Err.

•  Running Program: The number of the fertilizer program currently running. 

• EC/pH Data: (9 parameters): The values of the actual readings, momentary average, alarm, 
extreme and required are shown.

•  A list of alarms that include: Uncontrolled Fert,  No Fert. Pulse.,  Fert Flow Fail. They appear 
when relevant (in the case of an alarm).

•   Main Fert. Status (N.Exist, Off, On)

•  Irr. Program A-E (up to 5 parameters): Shows the number of the “Irrigation Program” currently 
using the fertilizer center. Note that the maximum number of programs that can work simultaneously 
with the fertilizer center is five.

•  Auto Corr. EC/pH % (2 parameters): The percentage of correction of Ec and pH. The parameter 

shows the current correction in % above/below the initial setting. See explanation of EC/pH correction

4. Advanced Operation
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Fertilizing Programs (141): The “Fertilizer Program” includes the amount for every fertilizer pump 
in units set for the whole center. Press “Fert Prgrms” in the “Fertilizing Status – 14” screen to access 
the “Fert. Programs – 141” screen.

Screen Explanation:

•  Fert.Prg.Status *: Information only. The options are: N.Active, Ready, Fertil. The following 
parameters show definition faults: Frt.Flt (fertilizer fault), Amount,  Pump No.,   Pmp.Def,   ECpH 
Df,  FrtUnit,  W.Mt.No (water meter Number),   W.Mt.Df. (water meter definition).

•  Fert Unit *: Select one of the following options: For bulk fertilizing select Litre (Gallon), Min:Sec, 
Ltr/Ha (liter per hectare) (Gallon/Acre) – the multiplication of the quantity by the total areas of the 
valves in the program.. For proportional fertilization select:Ltr/M3 (liter per M3) (Gallon/THG), Ratio 
– the fertilizer quantity entered is the total quantity of the fertilizer. The program divides this number 
by the number of M3 of water as defined in the “Irrigation Program” to attain the required liter/M3 
(Gallon/THG).

•  Fert. Quant.Pmp A-C (up to 3 parameters): The quantity of fertilizer according to the fertilizer 
unit described above.

•  EC/pH Require (2 parameters): The target for the EC/pH reading that the controller must attain.

•  Auto Correct EC/pH (2 parameters): These parameters show the average reading of the EC/
pH since the beginning of the “Irrigation Program”. When a new “Irrigation Program” starts these 
parameters are the initial requirements before starting corrections. 
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Fertilizer Pump Status (142): Press “Fert. Pumps” in the “Fertilizing Status – 14” screen to 
access the “Fert. Pump Status – 142” screen.

Screen Explanation: This screen opens on “Fertilizer Pump” No.1, press Next” to move to other pumps.

•  Fert Pump Status: The options are: N.Active,  Ready,  Fertig,  Fault, Def.Err,   Output,  Frt.
Mtr,   PlsSize,  Flow Df,   PulsDur,   W.Mt.No,  W.Mt.Df.

•  Programmed Fert.: The amount of fertilizer programmed being executed by the fertilizer pump.

•  Required Fert.: The amount of fertilizer after calculations. For example: when Liter/Ha is chosen 
as the “Fertilizer Unit” it shows the result of the multiplication.

•  Fert. Unit:  The unit set by the “Fertilizer Program” currently using the fertilizer pump.

•  Fert. Flow Ltr/H: The actual flow rate of the fertilizer pump.

•  Fert Pump Faults:  A list of alarms: Uncontrol. Fert, No Fert Pulse, Fert Flow Fail.

•  Uncont. Fert Puls: The number of uncontrolled pulses.

•  Cancel Alarms *: Programmable. Manually cancel the alarm in the pump.

4. Advanced Operation
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Fertilizer Pump Setup (1423): Press “F. Pump Const.” in the “Ferilizer Pump Status – 142” 
screen to access the “Fert. Pump Status - 1423” screen.

Screen Explanation:

•  Fert. Pump Type *: The options are:

o  N.Active:

o  Electron: (Electronic) a type of fertilizer pump that is a piston pump operated by pulses 
sent from the controller.

o  Electric: Usually an electric centrifugal fertilizer pump that the controller starts at the 
beginning of fertilization and stops at the end of fertilization.

o  Venturi: A type of fertilizer pump that consists of a Venturi pipe and a solenoid. The 
controller controls the solenoid.

o  By Pulse: A fertilizer pump equipped with a fertilizer meter that works according to pulse 
measurement and the ratio of pulses between water and fertilizer as opposed to all of the other 
pump types that are time based.

o  Fert. Type *: The options are: Not Def, EC, pH, OH – the OH is the same mechanism as 
pH but works in the opposite direction. The Fert. Type parameter defines the group that the 
fertilizer pump belongs to. Each group is controlled separately in the EC/pH correction. 

•  Fert. Flow Ltr/h (GPH): The nominal flow rate of the fertilizer pump. When working with a time 
based fertilizer pump the operation of the fertilization is according to this parameter.

•  Pls.Duration-Sec: When working with time based proportional fertilization the controller 
calculates the working time and wait time according to this parameter.
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•  Contin. Operation: In “Continuous operation”, the duration of operation of the fertilizer pump 
between two pulses of water is continuous i.e. the fertilizer pump only works once between two 
pulses of water. In “Non-Continuous” the duration of operation of the fertilizer pump is divided into 
a few pulses according to the pulse duration set in the fertilizer pump. The normal status is “Non-
Continuous”.

•  Elctrn. Stroke-Ltr: The volume of a stroke in an electronic pump. The controller calculates the 
fertilizer accumulation according to this number.

•  Uncont Fert Pulse: Uncontrolled fertilizer is when the pump is not working but the fertilizer meter 
send pulses. In order to prevent false alarms a number of pulses permitted per day must be entered.

•   No Frt.Pulse – Sec: The maximum time permitted between pulses or at the beginning of irrigation. 
This type of failure suggests that the fertilizer tank is empty or that the fertilizer meter is faulty.

•  Flow Calc. Time –Sec: In order to stabilize the flow rate of the fertilizer pump (which works 
intermittently and therefore the calculation is over a very short period of time) the controller calculates 
an average over a longer period of time. This period of time should be defined here.

•  Max Frt Increase/Decrease (2 parameters): The percentage limit of the EC/pH correction.

•  Out/In Connection & Pulse Volume – ltr (Gallons) (3 parameters): Information only. They 
are set up in the “Tech Menus”.

Fertilizer Center Constant (143): Press “F.Cntr Const” in the “Fertilizing Status -14” screen to 
access the “Fert Center Const – 143”.

Screen Explanation:

•  Operation Setup *: The options are: N.Activ, Active, Paused.

•  Start Delay – Sec.: Delay at the start of irrigation during which the fertilization is not carried out.

4. Advanced Operation
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•  Water Meter No.: The number of water meter according to which the proportional fertilization 
is calculated.

•  Fert. Fail.React *: The options are: Continue, Stop.

•  EC/pH Constants:

o  EC Sensor No.: The number of the sensor measuring the EC.

o  pH Sensor No.: The number of the sensor measuring the pH.

o  Measure Delay – Sec: The number of seconds at the beginning of irrigation during which 
the EC/pH measurement is not carried out. The EC/pH correction is carried out during this time 
according to previous data.

o  Change Delay – Sec: The cycle of time during which the correction is carried out. 
After the controller changes the % of correction for the EC/pH it waits for this period of 
time before analyzing the reaction to the correction and making a further correction.

•  Auto Cancel Alarm (Yes/No) *: See “Alarm Setup.”

EC-pH Faults (1432): Press “EC-pH Faults” in the “Fert Center Consts – 143” to access the 
“EC-pH Faults Setup – 1432” screen.

Screen Explanation: There are two types of alarms: EC/pH for an alarm that only stop the 
fertilization and a more severe alarm that totally stops the irrigation. For each of these alarms 
the following parameters must be set. (The above screen picture shows the default setup). The 
parameters are:

•  EC/pH Low Deviation (2 parameters): When the reading is lower than the target by more than 
this parameter (after the alarm delay) an alarm is issued. 
•  EC/pH High Deviation (2 parameters): When the reading is higher than the target by more than 
this parameter (after the alarm delay) an alarm is issued.
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•  Alarm Delay – Sec:  The delay in seconds before the alarm is issued.

Head Alarms (15): Press “Head Alarms” in the “Head 1 Status – 1” screen to access the “Head 
Alarms -15”. This shows a list of 24 possible alarms that appear when relevant.

Cancel Head Alarms (Yes/No): Select Yes/No in order to cancel all of the Head No.1 alarms. 
Access this screen from screen number 15.

Faulty Programs: This is a list of the numbers of up to 10 faulty programs. Access this screen 
from screen number 15.

Head Constants (16): Press “Main”>“Head 1”>“Head Const.” to access:

Screen Explanation: (Programmable screen)
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•  Operation Setup *: The options are:

o  N.Active:

o  Automat: The normal selection.

o  Clos+Al: The main valve is closed manually. Irrigation cannot be carried out. An alarm is issued.

o  Open+Al : The main valve is opened manually. An alarm is issued.

o  Close: the main valve is closed manually. Alarm is not issued.

o  Open: The main valve is opened manually. Alarm is not issued.

o  Protect: The main valve is opened manually. Alarm is issued and the line is paused if there is a fault.

•  .Irrig. by Queue (Yes/No) *: If “Yes” then two sequences cannot work at the same time. The 
operation is according to the “priority” rules.

Head General Constants (161): Press “H.Gnrl Const.” in the “Head Constants – 16” to access:

Screen Explanation: (Programmable screen)

•  Limit Flow M3/Hr (GPM): It is possible to define a limit flow rate that is compared with the total 
nominal flow rate of all of the valves working. When a new irrigation program “wants” to start irrigating 
it “looks” at this parameter minus the working valves nominal flow rate and calculates whether its own 
nominal flow rate can fit in. If it is greater, then the program waits until there is enough volume available.

•  Fill Delay – Mnt: At the start of irrigation the pipelines are still empty thus the flow rate is very 
high. In order to prevent false faults the overflow setting must be ignored during this time. Enter the 
number of minutes required.

•  Fill Delay M3 (Gallon): See the previous item. Enter the number of cubic meters (gallons) to be ignored.
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•  Today Water Mul. % (0-200): Water multiplication for all the programs in the “Head” for today 
only. 200% means the amount is doubled. Please note that zero and 100 do not alter the amount. 
This parameter is reset at midnight. If programmed in the “Program Setup”, the “Sequence Setup” 
and here, it works according to the order: “program”, “sequence” and then “head”. For example: If the 
“Water Multiplication” in the “Head” is 20% and 30% in the program the program will work according 
to 30%. This enables setting some programs of the head with different percentages to the general 
percentage of the rest of the head.

•  Fix.Water Mul. %: See the previous item. This parameter is not reset and can only be altered 
manually.

•  Cancel Fert (Yes/No): It is possible to cancel fertilization for all of the programs in the head 
without erasing the fertilization program.

•  Pause Irrigat. (Yes/No)

•  Flush Fail.React: Reactions to a filter flushing failure. The options are: 

o  Idle: No reaction.

o  Alarm: In the case of failure only issue an alarm but keep on irrigating.

o  Pause: In the case of failure “pause” only.

o  Fault: In the case of a failure, issue an alarm and “pause” the irrigation.

Valve/Line Order (162): (Programmable screen). When starting and stopping the irrigation, the 
order of opening/closing the main valve and the irrigation valves is important. In this section you can 
define which element (main valve and irrigation valve) opens/closes first and the time difference 
between the elements. 
Press “Main”>”Head 1”>”Head Consts”>”Valves Order” to access:
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•  Open/Close Main Valve (2 parameters) *: The options are:

o  Simult.: (simultaneously) – the main valve and the irrigation valve open at the same time.

o  Line1st: (line 1st) – the main valve opens/closes before the irrigation valves.

o  Valv1st: (valves 1st) – the irrigation valves open/close the main valve.

o  Open/Close Delay – Sec. (2 parameters):  The time delay between the 1st and 2nd element.

•  Overlap Time-Sec.: When a valve opens immediately after another valve it is advisable (in order 
to avoid pressure shocks) to first open the continuing valve and only then to close the valve that 
finishes (valve overlap). Enter the overlap time here. 

Pause Elements (163): “Pause Element” is an element that contains a condition input or a sensor 
and “Pauses” the system according to the setup and the status of the elements.
Press “Main”>”Head 1”>”Head Const.”>”Pause Elmnts” to access:

Screen Explanation:

•  Cond. Input Number: The “Condition Input” number (discrete input). If the condition input’s 
status is “On” the system is paused.

•  Pause by Sensor Value:

o  Sensor Number: The number of the sensor according to which the system is paused.

o  Sensor Value-Below/Above (2 parameters): The set-points above/below which the 
system is paused.

•  Start/Stop Delay – Sec.: A normal condition delay (to avoid fluctuations).

•  Element Reaction *: The type of reaction to carry out when the element is “On”. The options 
are: Idle, Alarm, Pause, Fault.
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Manual Opening Time (164): It is possible to open the main valve for a range of dates and a range 
of hours for each day. Press “Manual Time” in the “Head Constants – 16” screen to access the “Manual 
Opening time” screen (164) in which you can enter: Start/End date and Start/End time. The date range 
must be defined. If the hour is left zero it will stay open all of the time during the date range.

Head Fault Setup (165): Press “Fault Setup” in the “Head Constant” screen to access the “Head 
Fault Setup – 165” screen. The parameters in this screen are:

•  Flush Fail React (Idle, Alarm, Pause, Fault): Filter flush reaction fault. See screen 161.

•  Auto Reset (Yes/No): See “Auto Reset” explanation in the “Alarm Setup” chapter. 

Other Elements: An access menu for programming filter flushing and water counters information.

Flush Status (181):  This is the first screen of the filter flushing section. Press “Main”>”Gnrl. 
Elements”>”Flush” in order to access:

Screen Explanation: (Information only)

•   Group Status: The options are:

o  N.Active:

o  Ready: The flushing system is properly defined and ready for operation when there is no irrigation.

o  Waiting: The flushing system is between flushes.

o  Sustain: It is possible to install a sustaining valve after the filter group in order to sustain 
the pressure for better flushing. The sustaining valve only sustains during flushing.  

o  Flush: The system is currently flushing.

o  Fault: The system is in a “Fault”.

o  UnitOut: Definition error of one of the filter outputs
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o  No Unit: Number of filter is out of range.

o  UnitTim: Flush duration is out of range.

o  No Cond: No condition for flushing (no flushing program). 

o  P.D.Inp: Definition error of the pressure differential stat input.

o  W.Mt.No.: Water meter number out of range.

o  W.Mt.Df: Definition error of the water meter.

o  Qnt.Def: Definition error of quantity between flushes.

o  Tim.Def: Definition error of the time between flushes.

•  Daily Flushes: The number of flushes since midnight.

•  Since Flush – M3 (Gallon): The amount of water delivered since the last flush.

•  Since Flush H:M: The time passed since the last flush.

•  Curr. Flush Unit: The number of filter that is currently flushing.

•  Continous Flush: When working with a pressure differential stat and immediately after flushing 
the pressure stat is still on “On” status. Another flush is carried out but this also suggests that the 
filters are badly clogged and the flushing does not help. After a few flushes it is considered a fault. 
This parameter shows the number of continuous flushes.

•  Flush Require * (Yes/No): The system requires flushing but sometimes something else prevents 
the flushing.

•  P.D Switch Stat * (On/Off).: The pressure differential stat status.

•  Logic Conditions Status * (On/Off) (3 parameters).

•  Line Fill Delay * (Yes/No): During pipeline filling the pressure is low and it is not recommended 
to flush. This parameter shows if the system is in the status of “Line Fill Delay”.
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Filter Flush Program (1812): Press “Flush Prog” in the “Flush Satus – 181” screen to access:

Screen Explanation:

•  Time Interval H:M: It is possible to enter the interval by either time or volume.

•  Quant.Interval M3 (Gallon): See the previous item.

•  Unit On Time Sec: The time duration of each filter flush.

•  Unit Off Time Sec: The delay time between two filters of the filter group.

Filter Flush Setup (181): Press “Flush Const.” in the “Flush Status – 181” screen to access:

Screen Explanation: (Programmable screen)

•  Group Active * (Yes/No)
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•  Water Meter No.: It is essential to enter the number when working according to volume between flushes.

•  P.D Sw. Input No.: The number of the “Condition Input” which is connected to the “Pressure 
Differential Switch”.

•  Max. Continuous. Fls: Enter the number of continuous flushes for PD switch fault. 
(See explanation in the “Filter Flush Status” section.)

•  Line Fill Delay: Enter the time in seconds for line fill delay. (See explanation in the “Filter Flush 
Status” section.)

•  Flush Pause Irr. * (Yes/No): In order to maintain the pressure while flushing it is sometimes 
necessary to stop irrigation during flushing.

•  Sust.Preced. – Sec: When using a pressure sustaining valve it is usually necessary to first 
sustain the pressure and only start flushing after a certain period of time. Enter here the number of 
seconds between start sustaining and start flushing. (See more in the “Filter Flush Status” section.)

•  Flush Fail. React. * (Idle, Alarm, Pause, Fault)

Water Counter Status (182): Press “Water Cntrs” in the “Other Elements - 18” screen to access:

Screen Explanation: (Element Screen)

•  Water Meter Status: The options are: N.Active,  Ready,  Irrigat,  UnControlled,  No Pulse,  
Fault,  Input No.,  Pulse Size.

•  Measure/Nominal Flow (2 parameters)

•  Accumulation (3 parameters): Shows the daily/seasonal  accumulation and the seasonal 
accumulation start date of the water meter.
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•  Information About The Water Meter Functioning: The parameters Uncontrolled. Water, 
No Water Pulse, Pulse Fault Delay are shown. (See explanation in the “Constant” section).

•  Irrig Program A-E: These parameters show the number of the program using the water meter. 
up to 5 programs can work simultaneously with the same water meter

Water Counter Setup (1823): Press “WtrCnt Const” in the “Water Counter Status -182” to access:

Screen Explanation: (Programmable, Element Screen)

•  Count. Slot/Port & Count. Pulse Size (2 parameters): For information only. See “Setup” chapter.

•  Reset Flow - Mnt.: The number of minutes from the last pulse after which the flow rate is reset.

•  No Pulse Time-Sec.: The maximum time difference between two pulses of the water meter. 
After this time has passed an alarm is issued.

•  Max.Trial Before Flt: 

•  Fault Reaction * (Idle, Pause, Alarm, Fault)

•  Leakage Water M3 (Gallon): (Uncontrolled water) – water pulses received from the water 
meter when all of the valves using this water meter are closed. This number is reset at midnight and 
at the beginning of irrigation.

Head No.2 Definition: All of the above explanations concerning “Head 1” apply to “Head 2” too. 
The numbers of the screens are identical except that they start with the digit 2 instead of 1.
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System Status (3): This section shows information about all of the system. In many cases the 
screens are identical to previously described screens. Only the additional screens are explained 
here. Press “Main”>”System Status” to access:

Screen Explanation: 
This screen shows the status of “Head 1” and “Head 2”, the program version, the battery status and 
the application running test. The last two parameters show the number of loops that the program 
runs during one minute. A smaller number means that the controller is more heavily loaded. The first 
parameter is a counter and the second parameter is the result (after one minute). A number above 
400 (the second parameter) indicates that the controller load is okay.

Head 1 Program Status (312): Press “Main”>”System Status”> “Head 1”>”Prgrms” to access:

Screen Explanation: This screen shows all of the 64 programs available for “Head 1”. (See “Program 
Status” explanation in “Irrigation Program Status – 12” in the “Basic Operation” chapter.
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Sequences Status (313): Press “Sequnc” in the “Head 1 Status – 31” screen to access:

Screen Explanation: This screen shows the status of all ten sequences of the “Head”.

Valves Status: Press “Valves” in the “Head 1 Status – 31” screen to access:

Screen Explanation (314): This screen shows the status of all 32 valves of the “Head”.
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Fertilizers Status (315): Press “Fert. Pumps” in the “Head 1 Status – 31” screen to access:

Screen Explanation: This screen shows the status of all the three fertilizer pumps of the “Head”. 
In addition this screen shows the status of up to 32 irrigation sequence programs status.

Head 2 Status (32): All of the above explanations in chapter 3 apply to Head No.1, the same 
applies to “Head 2” with the difference being that the screen number starts with 3.2 instead of 3.1.

Other Element Status: In a similar fashion to the last screens it is possible to see other elements 
status as follows:

Auxiliary Status (33): Press “Aux.Output” in the “System Status – 3” screen to access the “Auxiliary 
Status - 33” screen in which you can see the status (On/Off) of 4 auxiliary outputs.

Control Sensor Values (34): Press “Cntrl Sensor” in the “System Status – 3” screen to access 
the “Control Sensor Values – 34” screen in which you can see up to 50 sensor values (they only 
appear when defined).

Conditioned Inputs (35): Press “Cond. Inputs” in the “System Status – 3” screen to access the 
“Conditioned Input Status - 35”” screen in which the status (On/Off) of up to 8 “Conditioned Inputs” 
are shown.

General Counter Status (36): Press “Gnrl.Cntrs” in the “System Status – 3” screen to access 
the “General Counter Status – 36” screen in which the status of up to 4 “General Counters” are 
shown. The options are: Not Def, Connect – connection definition error, PlsSize – pulse size error 
definition, Double – more than one counter is connected to the same output, Ready.

Logic Condition Status (37): Press “Logic.Cond.” in the “System Status – 3” screen to access 
the “Logical Cond. Status – 37” screen in which the status of up to 30 “Logical Conditions” are 
shown. The options are: N.Active,  Off,  On, Tim.Rang,  Error,  Add.Err – linked condition error,  
Tim.Def,   ElmntDf,  Action,   Opr.Def. – operated element definition.
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General Element (4): These elements belong to the system and not to the irrigation heads and are 
used as aiding accessories for the irrigation programs. Press “Main”>“Gnrl.Elmnts to access:

This screen does not show any data and provides access to other screens.

Aux. Output (41): An auxiliary output is a simple program that operates a certain physical output. 
It is totally independent and does not have any connection with the irrigation programs. Press 
“Main”>”General Elemnts”>”Aux. Output” to access:

Screen Explanation: (Element Screen)

•  Current Status: Various statuses similar to other element status are shown.

•  Time to End - Sec: When the aux. output is operating it shows the amount of time remaining 
utill the end of operation.

•  Next Cycle – Sec: When not operating – the time remaining until the next operation.
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•  Condition Statuses (5 parameters): Input Operation Cond; Input Pause Cond; Logic 
Operation Cond;  Logic Pause Cond. and Logic Fault Cond.  statuses are shown. The options 
are: Void, Defined, On.

•  Conditioning Sensor (3 parameters): Sensor Value – a numeric parameter, Low Sensor 
Level, High Sensor Level statuses are shown. The options are: Yes/No.

Auxiliary Program (412): Press “Main”>”General Elemnts”>”Aux. Output”>”Aux. Prog.” to access:

Screen Explanation: (Programmable Element Screen)
• Operation method * : The options are:

o  N.Active: The auxiliary output is not active.

o  By Time: Start Time and End Time must be entered. Only stopping conditions will work.

o  By Cond: Start Time and End Time definitions are optional. If entered, the auxiliary output 
will only work during the time range. If not entered the auxiliary output will only work according 
to the conditions. All conditions are obviously working in this mode.

o  Operation Time – Sec: Enter the time duration of the operation of the auxiliary output.

o  Wait Time: Enter the time duration between the stop of one cycle and the start of the next 
cycle. If zero – the auxiliary output operates continuously.

o  Operation Condition Input No.: Enter the number of the conditioned input to start the 
auxiliary output when “On”. When the conditioned input is “Off” the auxiliary output turns off. 

o  Pause Conditioned Input No.: Enter the number of the conditioned input to “Pause” 
the auxiliary output. When the condition is “On” the auxiliary output is paused. When the 
conditioned input is “Off” the auxiliary output program resumes.
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o  Condition by Sensor: There are 4 parameters: Sensor No., Start Below, Start Above 
and Differential to Stop – the value in the opposite direction to the Start Condition, to stop 
the operation. For example: if the value Start Above is 30 and the Differential to Stop  is 3 
then the aux output will start operating when the sensor reading is above 30 and will stop when 
the reading drops below 27. These parameters define the operation of the conditioning sensor 
on the auxiliary output.

o  Logical A-B Condition: It is possible to condition the auxiliary output by 2 logical conditions. 
In this case only the action parameter in the “then” clause of the logical condition should be 
programmed.

o  Queue Operation * (Yes/No): No means that several auxiliary outputs can work simultaneously. 
Yes means that the number of auxiliary outputs can work at a given time will be according to the 
definition in the “Aux. Output Queue - 413” screen, the rest enter a “Wait” status.

Auxiliary Queue (413): Press “Aux. Queue” in the “Auxiliary Status – 41” screen to access the 
“Auxiliary Queue – 413” screen. Enter here the number of auxiliary outputs working together.

Manual Auxiliaries (417): (Element Screen) Press “Aux. Manual” in the “Auxiliary Status - 41” 
screen to access the “Manual Overriding – 417” screen. Enter the number of seconds to manually 
operate the auxiliary output.

Logic Conditions (45): (Element Screen). The logical conditions are designed to enable flexible 
programming whenever the standard functions cannot provide a solution. The logic conditions are 
structured with an “if”, “then” clause. The programming is carried out by assigning a conditioning element 
according to which the condition is validated (true, false) – the “if” clause. Next a conditioned element to 
operate must be assigned – the “then” clause. Press “Main”>”Gnrl Elmnts”>“Logic Cond.” to access:

Screen Explanation: This screen is for information only.

•  Logic Condition Status: The options are: N.Active,  Off,  On; The following are errors: Tim.Rng 
– error in the timing range definition, Error,  Tim.Def – error in time range definition, ElmntDf  , Action 
– error definition of the action of the “Then” clause, Opr.Def – error in definition of operated element.
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•  Elmnt. Value: Shows the value of the element when conditioning according to a value element 
(a sensor, water meter etc.).

•  Log.Cond.Delay-Sec: When the condition is not working it shows the delay time as programmed. 
During waiting time it counts down.

Logic Condition Programming (452): (Programmable, Element Screen) Press “Main” ”>”Gnrl 
Elmnts”>“Logic Cond.”>”Cond Prog” to access:

Screen Explanation:

•  Start/End Time (2 parameters): The condition will be active during this range of time if entered. 
If not entered the condition will act when the condition is “true”.

Condition Definition (the “If” clause):

•  Cond. Element *: The element according to which the condition is activated (the “if” clause”). 
The options are: N.Active,  Input – conditioned input (On/Off),  Valve (On/Off),  Program – Irrigation 
Program (On/Off),  Frt.Pmp (On/Off),   Aux Out (On/Off),   Sensor (Value) ,   FiltGrp (On/Off),   
Commun. – Other controller’s parameter (On/Off, Value – depending on the transferred variable),  
Wtrt.Mtr – the flow rate of the water meter (Value),  Gen.Mtr – the flow rate (Value).

•  Head of Elmnt No.: Enter the number of the irrigation head containing the element (head 1 or 
head 2). For general elements that do not belong to an irrigation head enter zero.

•  Element No.: The number of the element.

•  Condition Type *: The options are: 

o  Off: The condition status is “On” when the element is “Off”.

o  On: The condition status is “On” when the element is “On”.

o  Below: (For value elements) the condition for operation when the value of the element is 

below the “Operation Value” (the next parameter). 
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o  Above: (For value elements) the condition for operation when the value of the element is 
above the “Operation Value” (the next parameter).

o  Off>On/On>Off (2 parameters): A momentary trigger for the condition. When the status 
of the element is switched from “Off to On” or “On to Off”.

•  Operation Value: The value above/below to operate the condition when working with a “Value Element”.

•  Stop Value: The value in which the condition is stopped when working with a “Value Element”.

•  Delay – Seconds: Stability delay that must be programmed for all types of conditions. For 
example: to avoid operation during wind gusts.
Linked Condition: It is possible to link the conditions to each other by using “And” or “Or”. For 
example: If we link condition No. 3 with condition No. 1 by “And’ then condition No. 1 will be activated 
only when both conditions one and three are activated (condition three is independent of the link with 
condition one). When using “Or” when condition three is activated condition one is also activated.

•  Link Type * (And/Or)

•  Linked Cond. No.: The number of condition to link. In the above example – number 3.
* Press “Page Down” to scroll in order to see the last four parameters:
Reaction Definitions (the “Then” clause):

•  Type of Operat. *: The action to be carried out on the operated element. The options are: Alarm, 
Pause, Fault, Start – start the element but doesn’t stop it. For example an irrigation program started 
by “Start” will carry out the total amount of irrigation, Stop, Operate – start and stop the element (see 
explanation for “start”).

•  Opr. Elmnt Type *: The elemnt upon which the condition works. The options are: Valve, PipLine, 
Program (irrigation program), Sequenc, Aux.Out, FiltGrp.

•  Head of Elmnt No.: Enter the number of the irrigation head containing the element (head 1 or 
head 2). For general elements that do not belong to an irrigation head enter zero.

•  Oper. Element No.: The number of element to operate.
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Diaries and Alarms (5): This chapter contains several lists of events and alarms in chronological 
order. Press “Main”>”Diaries & Alarms” to access: 

In this screen a list of general alarms appears when relevant.

Alarms Status (51): Press “Main”>”Diaries & Alarms”>”Alarms Status” to access the alarm status 
screens. The first is “System Alarms Status – 51” screen. In this screen a list similar to the previous 
screen is shown.

Alarms Timing Definition (513): Press “Main”>”Diaries & Alarms”>”Alarms Status”>”Alarms 
Timing” to access the “Alarms Timing Definition” screen:
For each type of alarm define the timing (0-6) in which the alarm can be activated. 

Alarms Timing Definition (5131): Press “Timing 1-6” in the previous screen to access the “Timing 
Definition -5131” screen in which the range of time for each timing number is defined.
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Event Logs Viewer (52): In order to see the “Event Log” press “Main”>”Diaries & Alarms”>”Events 
Logs.” to access:

Screen Explanation: This screen is a dialogue box for defining the layout of the “Event Log” book. 
when you finish defining the dialog box press "view log" in orders to see the list of events.

•  Select Source *: The options are: All, Head 1, Head 2, System.

•  Select Date Range: Select the range of dates to show the messages.

•  Sort is (Ascending/Descending)

Alarm Logs (53): Similar to the “Event Log” the “Alarm Log Book” is defined here. 

View Diary (54): It is possible to see a combined report of the two logbooks. The range of dates 
must be defined. It is a special log book that shows the data that is sent to the database in the PC 
from which the report are created by the GalGraph program.

Other Options:  There are several additional presentation options such as: All Dates, Today Only etc.

Alarm Auto Canceling (55): It is possible to define automatic alarm cancellation after every certain 
period of time. The mechanism of this function is that every cycle of time this function is operated and 
the alarms of all elements defined to participate in the “auto canceling” are cancelled. Press “Auto 
Cancel” in the “Diaries & Alarm – 5” screen to access the “Auto Cancel Fault – 55” screen. This 
screen has one parameter only:  “Cancel Cycle-Mnt” in which the duration of the cycle is defined. 

Reset Diaries (56): It is possible to reset all of the events in the diaries. Press “Reset Diary” in the 
“Diaries & Alarms” screen to access this screen.

press to confirm
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4. Advanced Operation

Logs Message Setup (57): Press “Main”>”Diaries & Alarms”>”Log Setup” to access:

In this screen you can define whether to log the message or not (Yes/No).

Double outputs Info (58): In the case of assigning the same outputs to two different elements an 
alarm is issued. The outputs that are doubly assigned are shown here.

Manual Overriding (71): Press “Manual” In order to access the “Manual overriding screen – 7”

Manual Head 1 (7  ): Press “Main”>”Manual”>”Manual Head 1” to access:

Screen Explanation: For each of the functions listed in the screen enter the number of element 
to operate.
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4. Advanced Operation

Manual Programs (711): Press “Manual Prgrms” in the “Manual Head 1 – 71” screen to access:

Screen Explanation: For each program (1-64) select one of the options: Automate – the normal 
status, Start, Finish, Pause, CnclTdy (cancel today), Cancel.

Manual sequences (712): Press “Manual Sequenc” in the “Manual Head 1 – 71” screen to access:

Screen Explanation:
•  Manual Sequenc*: select the manual options (see “Manual Programs” above). for operation 
or the whole sequence 

• Manual Operation – Programs in the Sequence (10 parameters):While the sequence is 
running it is possible to manually intervene in the operation of each step of the sequence. Select one 
of the options (in the 3rd column) that are similar to the options in “Manual Programs” for each step of 
the sequence. For example: while step No. 2 is working stopping it causes the sequence to go to step 
No. 3.

Manual Valves (713): Similar to the programs it is possible to operate the valves by changing the 
status of each one of the valves.

Manual Flushing (714): It is possible to start flushing manually
.
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4. Advanced Operation

Manual Auxiliary Outputs (73): Program the number of seconds for manual operation for each 
of the auxiliary outputs.

Pause (8): Press “Main”>”Pause” to access:

Screen Explanation:

•  Toggle Pause * (Yes/No): Permanent pause of the system (can only be cancelled 
manually). This parameter is a toggle i.e. changing it to “Yes” changes the status of the system 
and then the parameter returns to “No”.

•  Pause – Minutes: Enter the number of minutes for the system to be paused (it will be 
resumed automatically).

Pause Head 1 (81): Similar to the system pause, it is possible to “Pause” one of the heads. Press 
“Pause Head 1” to access:

Screen Explanation:

•  Toggle Pause * (Yes/No): See above.

•  Fixed Pause * (Yes/No): Yes means that the head is paused.

•  Pause - Minutes: see above.
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This chapter deals with the construction of the Gal-Star controller from the hardware point of view. It 
shows the different parts of the controller, their specifications and how they are assembled.

General Specifications:

•  Mount the controller in a location that is dry and shaded.     

•  Maximum environmental temperature: 50°C/122°F (L.C.D maximum temp: 40°C/104°F)

•  Minimum environmental temperature: -10°C/14°F (L.C.D. minimum temp: -4°C/25°F)

•  Operation altitude: -400 m bsl (-1200 ft) to 2600 m asl (8,500 ft)

•  Relative humidity must not exceed 80%.

•  Avoid high vibrations. Do not install on the same frame with diesel motors or any other 
vibrating device.

•  Avoid corrosive remains or vapors in the controller room.

•  Avoid near-by high frequency spikes caused by relays or other electric devices. Avoid 
static electricity.

•  Ground connection of power source < 3Ω

•  It is advisable to surge protect all inputs and AC outputs. For further details see the I/O chapter.

•  Product pollution degree: 2.

•  A ferrite core, P/N 0443164151, manufactured by Fair-Rite needs to be added to any 
cable going out of the controller. Each core has two turns (see example): 

 
5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

1. Gal-Star’s Casing: There are two sizes of casing models – standard and large. They are 
modular and can be connected to each other. In addition the console (keyboard and display) can 
be installed in several positions in the casing.   

            
.

Specification:
•  Material:  PCADF.
•  Water Resistance: IP-65.

Standard Box

Possible Connection
 Openings for chaining boxes, console

installation and cable outlets

Large Box
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

a. Gal-Star Standard (Small Casing): AC-AMGS6S01; DC-AMGS7S01
The Gal-Star standard casing is compact and limited to 5 I/O cards fitted in appropriate slots.

AC Model

Upper Bar - Protections

Lower Bar – Direct I/O

 Power
 Supply
Location

I/O Cards 5

CPU Slot

DC Model

CPU Card
Discrete Inputs

DC Latch Outputs
Battery Compartment
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

b. Gal-Star Ex (L Casing): AC – AMGS6L01; DC - AMGS7L01
The large casing is designed to contain a maximum of 7 I/O cards (limited by the 
software). The right hand side of the box contains slots for future use.

CPU Card        

Input Card + Protections

Outputs Card + Protections

Analog Card + Protections

Power Supply

CPU Slot For Future L-485

For Future ECpH

For Future Radio RTU
Ground for protection cards

Upper Bar - Protections

Lower Bar – I/O Cards

Bus Board

Cable Channel

 Power
 Supply

Connector

 Input 7
Output Slots
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

Display and Keyboard: The Gal-Star is equipped with a wide display screen. The keyboard 
includes 10 digits, decimal point and navigation keys. There are 8 function keys whose role 
changes according to the current screen. It is connected to the CPU via 2 cables – one for the 
display and one for the keyboard. Although it is physically impossible to wrongly connect the 
keyboard and display flat cables please make sure that the red line is face down.

Specification: 

• Display: 
•  Number of rows: 12
•  Number of Characters: 30 (per row)

• Keyboard
•  Number of Digits: 10 + decimal point and “clear”
• Navigation Keys: 13
• Function Keys: 8

• Cat.  No. : AMDP7L01

Keyboard and Display - front view

Key Board Plug

Display Plug
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

CPU Board (Central Processing Unit): The CPU board is the “brain” of the system. It is 
composed of a central processing unit and various memories. It performs all controller’s tasks 
via communication with the Input / Outputs cards and via communication with a PC computer. 
The CPU board is connected to the I/O cards via the bus board and can be connected to a PC 
via the J45 RS232 port. It has a lithium battery to back up the RAM.

Specification: (Catalog No. AMC1001)

• Number of layers: 6

• Communication Protocol: RS232 (via RJ45 plug)

• RAM backup battery type: 3V Lithium 

Bus Plug

 RAM Backup
Battery

CPLD
RAM

CPU

Flash

Clock Crystal

 Chip
 Programming
 Plug – Shop Tool

 Display Cable
Plug

 Transmission
LEDs

Keyboard Cable Plug

 RJ-45,  PC
Connection

Buzzer

Display Trimmer
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

AC Models: The AC models are operated by the network power and require an AC bus 
(catalog no.:  Big AC – AMC1A10; Small AC – AMC1A11).

c. AC Power Supply: The unit stabilizes the network voltage and supplies various 
voltages to the different components.

Specification: (Catalog No. AMCP6L11)

•  Input Voltage: 

o  Pay attention to the voltages and frequency specifications marked 
on the power supply panel.

o  The power supply includes 2 transformers one of which is switched and 
can be connected to a wide range of voltages (100V-250V). The other 
transformer is only for the power supply of the outputs. It transforms 
110V or 230V to 24VAC and must be fitted in the factory according to the 
voltage of each country.

o Controller voltages (input cards and CPU): switched power supply 
100-250V

Main Switch

Common Outputs

Power Bus Connector

Power Inlet

Fuses

Internal fuse
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 5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

o Voltage for “outputs”: 115V or 230V

• Output voltages:

o  Output connection voltage: 24VAC

o  Input connection voltage: 12VDC

o  Analog connection input voltage: 24VDC

• Maximum current:

o  Output connections: 3A

o  Input connections: 2.5A

o  Analog connections: 1A

•  Fuses:

o  Main fuse: 5A

o  24VAC Output fuse: 3.15A

o  24VDC (analog) fuse: 1A

o  12VDC input: 2.5A

o  Internal fuse (controller): 4A

• Common Outputs: connecting an output device is via two wires one of which 
is connected to the output card and the other one (common) is connected to the 
power supply.
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

d. AC I/O Cards: There are three types of I/O cards: 8 x 24 VAC output card, 8 discrete 
input card and 8 analog input card. The cards fit in any one of the controller slots and 
are automatically recognized (plug and play). Each of the I/O cards can be equipped 
with a lightning protection card (fitted on top of the card).

•   8 Output Protection card: 

24VAC Outputs Card Bus Connector

Relays

 Output
indication LEDs

  8 x 24 VAC
Outputs

Comm. indication LEDs

Protection connector

Plugs to I/O Card

 Output 8
 Protection

card

Ground

Output connector to the field Not in use
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

Specification: (Catalog No.: Card - AMC1021; Protection - AMC1012)

•  Number of outputs: 8

•  Output Type: Relays

•  Output Voltage: 24VAC

•  Maximum Current: 1.5A (per single output)

•  Connections: 1 wire to the appropriate output, 1 wire to the common on the 
power supply.
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 5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

8  Discrete Input Card and Protection:
Bus Connector

 Discrete
Input Card

 Input
 Protection

Card

Ground

Common - 12VDC

Not in use

Input connector from the field 8
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 5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

Specification: (Catalog No.: Card - AMC1030; Protection - AMC1014)

•  Voltage: 12VDC

•  Current: 5-8mA

•  Sampling rate:

•  Slow 1 Sec
•  Normal - 100ms
•  Fast - 50ms

*  Minimum on/off time: 100ms

*  Total read minimum cycle: 200ms 

•  Impedance: 2K Ώ

•  Connections: 2 wires, one connected to 1-8 input and the other one to one of 
the commons.
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

8 Analog Card and Protection:

Specification: (Catalog No.: Card - AMC1031; Protection -AMC1013)

•  Input type: 4-20 mA or 0-2V – when the jumper is connected the Analog input 
setting is 4-20mA

•  Input impedance: 100Ώ

Analog Input Card

4-20mA/0-2 Volt Jumpers

Comm. indication LEDs

 Analog
 Protection

Card

Ground

+24VDC connector
Passive sensors 8Analog Input Connector

 Commons –
(-24VDCׁׁׁׂ

Active sensors)
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•  Resolution: 12 bit

•  Sample rate:
o S low - 1 Sec
o  Normal - 100ms
o  Fast - 50ms

•  Conversion time: 30 ms

• Full scale error: 2.5%

• Linearity error: 0.3%

DC Models: The DC models are battery operated. The DC bus is different from the 
AC bus (catalog No. Big DC – AMC1D10; Small DC – AMC1A11)

DC Power Supply: the DC power supply includes a 12 VDC battery and connections. 
It can be connected to a 12 VDC external power supply such as a solar panel or 
charger.

Power connection to the bus

Battery

Main Switch

12VDC Out

Bus Power Connector

Solar

(--/++) VDC 12  VAC Com 24 VAC Phase 24

 External Power (Solar
Panel) In - 12VDC
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(Power supply Catalog No.: Big DC – AMC1D10; Small DC – AMC1D11)

Battery Specification:.
•  Voltage: 12 VDC 
• Type: rechargeable battery
• Capacity: 9 Ampere Hours
•  Power Consumption of Controller: 

o CPU: 20mA
o Display with background lighting: 150mA
o Analog Cards: for each analog input calculate 30mA

DC I/O Cards: Two of the three I/O card types are different from the AC models: the 
output and the analog input.

8 DC Output Card: Operates 2 or 3 wire latching type solenoids. For operation 
of 3 wire solenoids each solenoid is connected to the same number of each 
section – red, black and white. Please note that the white (common) connection 
must be connected according to the number.  For the 2 wire solenoid connect 
only the red and black sections.

Output Capacitors Bus Connector

Com. LEDs

“Open” Connectors "Close" Connectors
Common Connectors
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Specification: (Catalog No. AMC1020)

•  Type: Latching - Power MOSFET  Transistor

•  Number of wires: 2 or 3 wire solenoids

•  Output Voltage: 17-19 VDC

•  Pulse Duration: 20 ms

•  Capacity of the Capacitor: 3300 uF

•  Connections:

o  2 Wire Solenoids: To the same number in the red and black sections.

o 3 Wire Solenoids: To the same number in each of the three sections 
(black, red and white).

Please note: if the opposite result is received ("open" instead of "close") 
swap the red and black wires.
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

DC Analog Card: (Catalog No.AMC1036) The DC analog input card is similar to the 
AC analog card with different internal connections.

Analog Input Card

4-20mA/0-2 Volt Jumpers

Comm. indication LEDs

 Analog
 Protection

Card

Ground

+24VDC connector
Passive sensors 8Analog Input Connector

 Commons –
(-24VDCׁׁׁׂ

Active sensors)
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

Gal-Star Mini: (16 Outputs 8 Inputs.) These models are non-expandable. All of the parts 
(boxes, power supply, CPU etc.) other than the I/O cards are identical to the other standard 
models. The I/O card of the mini models is a single card that includes 3 normal I/O cards: 2 
outputs card and 1 input card.

 

CPU
One Input Output Card
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

Mini AC Model: (Catalog No. AMGS6S02)

Specification: Since the Mini Gal-Star I/O card is a combination of 3 standard cards please see 
the specification of the appropriate card.

 Communication LEDs
Output – 1st Channel  Communication LEDs

Output 2nd Channel

CPU Connector

  Communication LEDs
Input – 3rd Channel

 8 x Discrete Input
 Connector

Input Connections Common Inputs  16 x 24 VAC Output
 Connector (the other
 wire is connected to

(the power supply

 Output Indication
 LEDs

Output Relays

 Power Supply
 Connector 12 VDC

for inputs

 Power Supply
 Connector 24 VAC

for outputs
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5. Gal-Star Hardware Setup Instructions

Mini DC Model: Catalog No. AMGS7S02

Specification: Since the Mini Gal-Star I/O card is a combination of 3 standard cards please see 
the specification of the appropriate card.

Connections: Every solenoid is connected to a 3 connections block (see diagram). For 2 wire 
solenoids connect only the black and red.

 CPU

 Communication LEDs
Output – 1st Channel

 Communication LEDs
Output 2nd Channel

CPU Connector

 8 x Discrete Input Connector

 Communication
 LEDs  Input – 3rd

Channel

 Bus Power
Connector

Power Supply

Capacitors

 16 x DC Output
 Connectors

Com. InputsInput Connections

Black (close)

White (common)

Red (open)
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6. Gal-Star Software Setup Instructions

This section explains the basic definitions of the controller and is designed to be used mainly by 
the installer. 

Technical Menus (6): Press “Main”>”Tech.Setup” and enter the password 2468 to access:

Screen Explanation: 
This screen shows the status of “Head 1” and “Head 2”, the program version, the battery status 
for DC controllers and the application running test. The last two parameters show the number of 
loops that the program runs during one minute. A smaller number means that the controller is more 
heavily loaded. The first parameter is a counter and the second parameter is the result (after one 
minute). A number above 400 (the second parameter) indicates that the controller load is okay.

System Setup (61):
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Screen Explanation:

•  System Setup: The options are:

o Active: The normal status.

o Paused: The system is stopped, when released it continues from the same position.

o N.Active: The system is stopped. All operational parameters (accumulations, next 
start time etc.) are reset.

• Sys. No. for Messages: The number of system for data collection purposes. In the data 
collection program (GalGraph) this number is assigned in order to see the report.

• Message Cycle-Mnt: In data collection of a continuous reading element such as water 
meters, sensors etc the resolution of the reading (time difference for each point in the 
graph) must be defined. 

• Language Setup *: The Gal-Star controller is capable of working with several languages. 
Select the required language.

• Inputs Sampl: The rate that the controller reads the inputs. The default is “High”.

• Sensors Sampl: The rate that the controller checks the sensor reading. The default is “Low”.

Time Setup (611): Set the date and time.

Communication Setup (612): Definition of the communication with the PC (one of the few 
functions that can only be carried out in the controller).

• Controller No.: The number of the controller for communication.

• Baud Rate *: The rate of communication. The same Baud Rate must be defined in both 
the controller and the PC. The options are: 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 
115200. When working with direct connection set the Baud Rate to the maximum.

• Communication Method *: The options are: Direct, Modem. In most cases select Direct.

6. Gal-Star Software Setup Instructions
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Water Quant. Limit (613): The following parameters are designed to prevent programming 
errors of irrigation quantities and can prevent large losses of water due to bursts. Press “Irrig 
Limit” to access:

Screen Explanation:

• Quantity Limit-M3 (Gallons): The quantity limit for any “Irrigation Program”. Enter a 
number that is greater than the largest quantity assigned to any “Irrigation Program”.

• Time Limit-HH:SS: The time limit for any “Irrigation Program”.

Battery Definition (615): Press “Battery Definition” in the “System Setup – 61” screen to access:

6. Gal-Star Software Setup Instructions
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Screen Explanation: The first 7 parameters show information about the battery whilst the last 
4 parameters are programmable: 

• Info Initiate Time: Enter the time to reset the above parameters. Zero and 24 mean midnight.

• Restart Info. Now: Reset all of the above parameters.

• Alarm/Pause Level Below (2 parameters): Set the voltage below which battery alarm 
and pause are active.

Total Initiation (618): Press “Main”>”Tech Setup (enter password)”>”System Setup”>”Total 
Init.” To access:

In addition to the warning message received you will be prompted twice to confirm this action. 
This action will erase all of the previous element setups.

IO Connections (62): Press “IO Cncts.” In the “Technical Menus – 6” screen to access:

This screen shows along with the program version number, a list of the IO cards installed in 
the controller.

6. Gal-Star Software Setup Instructions
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Head 1 Connections: Press “Head 1” 

Output Connections:

General Outputs (6211):

Fert.Pumps (6212):

Filter Units (6213):

Valve Output Connection (6214): Press “Valves” in the “Head 1 Connections - 621” screen to 
access:

For each valve define “the Number Of The Slot” / “the Number Of The Port” for example: if the 
output card is in slot No. 2, valve 1 may be defined “2/001”.

Input Connections:
Water Counters (6215): Press “Water Cntrs.” In the “Head 1 Connection – 621” screen to access:

6. Gal-Star Software Setup Instructions
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Screen Explanation: For each counter the “Slot”/”Port” must be defined along with the size of 
the pulse in cubic meters.

Fertilizer Counters (6216): Press “Fert.Cnts.” to program the fertilizer counters in a similar 
fashion to the water counters.

Conn. Wizard (6): The wizard starts automatically after a total initiation of the controller or after 
a change in the hardware setup. It is also possible to enter it manually by pressing “Main”>”Tech 
Setup (password)”>”Conn. Wizard”. 

• The first screen of the “Wizard” shows the configuration of the IO cards. Press “Accept 
Setup” in order to confirm and continue. If you wait more than 30 seconds the screen 
returns to the main menu and changes are not saved.

• In the next screens the outputs and inputs of all of the elements, one by one, can be set. 
For each element press “Prev Slot”, “Next Slot” to select the slot number. Please note that 
if you try to select a slot that does not match (e.g. an input slot for output definition) the 
display disappears. Press “Prev Port” and “Next Port” to select the port number. Press 
“Clear” to clear the selection or “Back” to return to the original selection.

6. Gal-Star Software Setup Instructions

Press
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Example: The following screen shows the definition of Head 1 Main Valve:

• To move to the next element press “Next”.
• Upon finishing the definitions of one of the 3 sections (outputs, inputs, analogs) press 

“Jump” for the next section.
Upon finishing the connection definition a message appears “Please Wait While Saving Changes” 
(approximately 30 seconds).

Test Hardware: This section is designed for high level technicians and you should consult the 
GalCon support team before use. One useful function is the “Output Test” in this screen you can 
choose the slot number and output number and open and close them manually. Please note that if 
the slot number is not an output it will not function.

Sensors (42): There are several type of sensors in the Gal-Star controller. They include: control 
sensors, sensor groups, non-linear sensors, meteorological sensors, sensors via communication 
etc. The method of definition is by defining a direct sensor (which is a basic unit) and assigning 
it to the other sensor elements.

Press “Main”>”Gnrl.Elmnts”>”Sensor” to access the “Sensors – 42” screens:

Please Note:

 in order to exit the "Connection 

Wizard" press "Jump" to reach 

the next section (3 times)

6. Gal-Star Software Setup Instructions
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Screen Explanation: This screen shows the values of defined “Control Sensors”. This screen 
is mainly for navigation.

Direct Sensor (62512): Press “Direct Sensor” in the “Sensors – 42” screen to access the 
“Direct Sensor Information – 422” screen and then press “Direct Defin.” To access:

Screen Explanation (Element Screen): For each sensor define the following parameters:

• Sensor Value: (Information only). Shows the current value of the sensor.

• Sensor Fault: (Information only). The options are:  Sens.OK,  DefFail – error definition,  Shorted.

• Connect Slot/Port: (Information only). Go to screen no. 62511 in the “Technical Menus” 
to define it.

• Sensor Type *: The options are:

o 4-20 mA: Definition of sensor that transmits 4-20 milli-amperes (the standard sensor).

o 0-2 Volt: Definition of sensor that transmits 0-2 Volts (for low energy consumption).

• Mininum/Maximum Values (2 parameters): Define the two extreme points of the 
reading. The low point is received when the sensor transmits 4 mA and the high is when 
the sensor transmits 20 mA. The rest of the points are linear.

• Calibration: If the sensors reading is lower than a reference sensor (for example: a manual 
pH sensor) it is possible to calibrate by adding/subtracting a number. (Use the minus sign, 
press “Select” to subtract.)

Control Sensors (421):  “Control Sensors” are sensors that are used for control purposes (e.g. 
to make conditions) they can contain six sensor types – see “Sensor Type” in “Control Sensor 
Definitions – 4212”. Press “Control Sensor” to access the “Control Sensor Values – 421” screen. 
This screen displays all of the current defined sensor values and is used mainly for service purposes. 

6. Gal-Star Software Setup Instructions
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Control Sensor Information (4211): Press “Sens. Info” in the “Control Sensor Values – 421” to access:

Screen Explanation: (Element Screen) 
• For every defined sensor it shows the minimum, maximum and average values of “today” 

and “yesterday”.
• It is possible to reset the value of the sensor. The controller will then recalculate the value.

Restart Sensors (42111): It is possible to restart all of the defined sensors by pressing “Sensor 
Init.” in the previous screen to access the “Restart Sensors – 42111” (one parameter screen).

Control Sensors Definitions (4212): Press “Main”>”Gnrl Elmnts”>”Sensor”>”Cntrl 
Sensor”>”Sens. Defin.” To access:

Screen Explanation: (Element Screen)

6. Gal-Star Software Setup Instructions
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• Sensor Type *: The options are: N.Activ,  Direct,  Group,  Commun.,  NLinear,  EC-485,  pH-485.

• Sensor No.:  Enter the number of the sensor of the selected sensor type.

• Low Alarm Setup

• High Alarm Setup

• Alarm Delay – Sec

• Dep. On Aux.Out.No: When working with a low energy consumption system a sensor 
cannot be permitted to consume up to 20 mA continuously. It is possible to operate the 
sensor reading briefly every certain cycle of time. Program an auxiliary output for the 
desired cycle and then enter its number here.

Sensor Group (423): It is possible to define group sensors and then use the group reading for 
control and information. Up to four sensors can be defined for a group. The type of group reading 
can be: minimum, maximum, average etc. Press “Group Sensor” in the “Sensors Screen – 42” to 
access the “Sensor Group - 423” screen. The group readings values of up to 10 groups are shown.

Groups Defin. (6254): Press “Groups Defin.” in the “previous screen to access:

Screen Explanation:

• Current Value: (Information only)

• Sens. Group Type *: The options are: N. Active,  Average,  Lowest, Highest,  Differ. 
- the greatest differential between two sensors of the group,  A(-)B – shows the result of 
the subtraction of the first sensor in the group (A) minus the reading of the second sensor 
in the group (B). If sensors C and D are defined they will be ignored.

• Sensor in the Group (4 parameters): Define the sensor type (see above explanation – 42):  
Direct, Group, Commun; NLinear and the sensor number.

6. Gal-Star Software Setup Instructions
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Communication Sensor (424): This screen shows the values of the sensors transferred by 
communication from other controllers. Press “Comm. Sensor” in the “Sensors Screen – 42” to 
access the “Comm. Sensor Info – 424” screen. 

Communication Sensor Definition (4243): The process of defining parameter transfer from 
one controller to another is fully described in the “Galileo PC Software Installation” manual. 
Note: the Gal-Star can work in a network with other Gal-Star controllers and Galileo controllers. 
The data can be transferred between all of the controllers in the network.

Screen Explanation:
Assign the “Buy” number from the “Common Variable Table” for every communication sensor.  

Non-Linear Sensors (425): The normal sensors (previously described) are linear i.e. the graph 
is a straight line. In some cases the sensor device does not support a straight line then it has to 
be corrected. The method of correction is by assigning several points along its graph. The first 
screen (425) shows the values of the defined “Non-Linear” sensors (after manipulation).
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N.L.S Setup (6251): Press “Non- Linear” in the “sensors Screens – 42” and then “N.L.S Setup” 
to access:

Screen Explanation: For each sensor two parameters should be defined: Sensor Number 
– the direct sensor according to which the reading is carried out, Table No. – a table of the points 
and the new values (see below). The “Sensor Value” column is for information only.

Non-Linear Table Definition (62511): Press “N.L.S Tables” in the previous screen to access:

6. Gal-Star Software Setup Instructions
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Screen Explanation: (Element Screen) up to 10 tables can be defined. For each point of the 
sensor’s graph define:

• Input Value: The value of the sensor reading before the manipulation. For example: if the 
direct sensor is defined as 4-20 mA and the definition of the minimum reading is 4 and the 
definition of the maximum reading is 20, then you can choose up to 10 points (between 
4 and 20) and assign them the actual reading . For example: Point No.1 input value = 
4, calc value=0, point No. 2 input value=6, calc value=4, point No. 3 input value=8, calc 
value=16…..point No.10 input value=20, calc value=256.

• Calc. Value: The actual value for each point. (See above explanation.)

Meteorological Info (427) Press “Main”>”General elements”>”Sensor”>”Meteor Sensor” to access:

* Press “Page Down” to scroll

Screen Explanation: Shows the current, daily and seasonal information of the temperature, 
humidity, radiation, wind speed and direction and rain.
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Meteor Setup (4272): Press “Meteor Setup” in the “Meteorological Info” screen to access:

Screen Explanation:

• Sensor Definition: Enter the “Direct Sensor” number for each of the Temperature, 
Humidity, Radiation, Wind Speed and Direction sensors. Enter the Slot/Port numbers for 
the Rain Meter and then enter the size of the pulse (for the rain meter) in millimeters (for 
the standard GalCon rain meter enter 0.2).

• Restart Data * (Idle, Daily, Seasonal): Restart the data according to the selection.
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General: The Gal-Star controller can be connected to a PC thus enabling remote control 
operation via direct connection, long distance cable connection, long distance radio connection 
and the most advanced cellular connection. The communication between the PC and the Gal-
Star controller is carried out using the same platform (center program) as the Galileo. For Center 
software installation please refer to the “Galcon PC Software” manual. Communication with 
the Gal-Star requires the Center version 08HL or higher. In addition the Gal-Star application 
software version 1.11 or higher must be installed. In this chapter we will show how to setup an 
irrigation program including fertigation. For an explanation of all other screens please refer to the 
explanations described in the previous chapter in operation by the controller keyboard.
The main screen is designed to use the “My Gal-Star” program which is similar to the Galileo 
Open Field’s “My Field” program.

Programming: In order to program an irrigation program using fertilizer, first program the 
fertilizer program, then assign the fertilizer program to the irrigation program whilst program the 
rest of the irrigation program.

Programming the Fertilizer Program: 
Click the “Fertilizer” button in the main screen to open the “Fertilizer Program” screen:

Click 2 Click 1
 Current

Status area
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Set the “Fert Unit”, “Fert Required” for each pump and the “Required EC/pH level” for each 
fertilizer program (each column).

Programming the Irrigation Program:
Click on the “Programs” button in the main menu to access:
      

Click
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The previous screen shows information about the irrigation program from which you can access 
the programming screen. You can now click on the “programming” button to receive a multi 
program screen or on the number of the program to access a single element presentation 
screen.

1.  Enter the water program by selecting the “Water Unit” and program the “Programmed 
Amount” parameter.

2.  Program the “Fert Program” by assigning the number (1) of the previous fertilizer 
program. Enter “Water Before” and “Water After” if necessary.

3.  In the “Programmed Timing” section (lower left) program the “Start Time”, select “Cyclic” 
for “Daily or Days in the week”.

4.  After a few seconds the “Next Irrigation Timing” (if it was zero) will change to the next 
start time. The program should start working at this time.

1

4

3

2
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